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CONCERNING THE P.4PSBS OF J. VANf CEK. 
The -Editorial Board of the Comment at i ones Matheaaticae 
Universitatie Carolinae conaider i t their duty to notify the 
following regrettable facte . 
1) J. VanlSek's paper "On projections in Banach spaces, 
Comment.Math^Univ.Carol.5,3(1964),159-171 coincided with a 
part of the preprint of J. Lindenstrausa* paper On nonlinear 
projections in Banach spaces, which appeared under the same 
t i t l e , in the issu* of the Michigan Math. Journal 11, pp. 
263-287, October 1964. The preprint was sent by J . Linden-
strausa to J. Vanlfiek personally and waa available neither to 
the Editora nor to the referee. 
2) J„ VanfSek's paper On the characterization of Banach 
apacee with the etrong Kirtzbraun [ a i d ] - Valentine property, 
Comment.Math.Univ.Carol.5,4(1964),173-180, coincidea with B. 
Grunbaum's paper On a theorem of Kirazbraun, Bull.Hea.Council 
Israel Sect. F7(1957-8),129-132, both ae to the factual con-
tent and to the method of proof. 
3 ) J. Vanifcek'a paper A theorem of Hahn-Banach type for 
loca l ly convex topological linear spaces, Comment .Math.Univ. 
Carol*5,3(1964),145-157 coincidea with I . Sawashima's paper 
Locally convex spaces with the extension property, Nat.Scl. 
Bep.Ochancmizu Univ.,Vol* 11,No 1(1960), 19-27, both aa to the 
factual content and to the method of proof except for Corolla-
ry Z of VaniSek'a paper. 
THE EUTORIAL BOARD OF 
CKMCSNTATIOKES MATHIMATICA.E UNIV.ERSITATIS 
GAROIJBAE. 
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